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GDC Submission on Eastland Network
Introduction
This submission aims to present some new options for the future management of our
community owned network to ensure it can better serve all sectors of our community. It
is our intention to convince our elected representatives on the Gisborne District Council
(GDC) of the merits of this proposal so that they can consider directing the trustees of
the Eastland Community Trust (ECT), through the trust’s annual Statement of Intent, to
initiate the changes necessary to their commercial vehicle, Eastland Group (EGL).
There is general agreement that future disruptive technologies present real challenges
and opportunities for Eastland Network (ENL). The current profit-driven model has
seen network charges increase significantly over the decades since it was
commercialized back in 1992. The profit levels are exorbitant and clearly not
sustainable in the face of increasingly competitive alternatives. The opportunity to
embrace change and be early adopters of the new technologies is a choice our
representatives must make if they wish to ensure a sustainable future for this important
utility.
Future proofing cost effective energy delivery for our local businesses and residents
must be seen as a cornerstone to ensuring a positive future for our region. This will
require a brave entrepreneurial approach and a focus on the long term ‘common good’
for our community. A quick review of where have come from may assist in finding the
best path forward.

Part One. The Reforms of the Past. See Appendix One for full report.
 Summary of Part One.
●

●
●
●
●

The reticulation of our network was paid for by local consumers and tax funded
subsidies. Prior to the reforms the network was managed by an elected local
board for the benefit of local consumers.
Neoliberalism promoted self-interest over the common good and has resulted in
record levels of inequality. The general view is that this model needs to change.
The intention of the government reforms was to commercialize and then
privatize the energy sector to reduce the cost to consumers.
Most rural boards chose a community trust model, when required by legislation
to commercialize, and have retained the ownership of their networks.
Although power charges reduced for two years after the reforms they have
increased by 130% since 2002, and are still increasing.
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Part Two.  The Current Position. See Appendix Two for full report.
Summary of Part Two.
●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

As a monopoly, without consumer ownership, Eastland Network is subject to
price quality regulation by the Commerce Commission.
There is little evidence that the Commission has been successful in protecting
the position of consumers in our region, with an 130% increase in power
charges since 2002. It  has allowed our network to again increase line charges
and profitability to achieve an 8.9% return on investment in 2017.
Although 72% of energy trusts in NZ discount or rebate their profits back to
their beneficiaries, the Eastland Network does not do this.
The Eastland Community Trust has made community grants of $29m since it was
established. The cost of line charge increases to the community, however, has
been estimated at over $100m.
The purpose of the Trust, after protecting the value of the trust’s capital, was to
ensure affordable power charges to the beneficiaries. The subsidization of rural
users, by urban users, is evidence of this.
The trustees no longer have influence over the setting of line charges as this role
has been taken over by a commercial board and the executive management
team.
The portfolio expansion of Eastland Group has been supported by the
profitability of the network and it can no longer be considered the core activity
of the Group.
Eastland Network’s line charges are high, ranked 26th out of 29, Contact Energy
claiming recently it is now 46% of a resident’s power bill.
Our network is planning to invest $50m on the network and a group CAPEX total
of $200 million in the next five years. The dividend return on asset value for the
trust in 2017 was only 1.6%.
The national average network charge is $0.08 / kWh, Eastland Network’s
average charge is $0.13 / kWh and they achieved a record profit of $13m before
interest or tax.

Part Three.  Future Energy Disruptions. See Appendix Three for full
report.

Summary of Part Three.
●

●
●

Rapid advances in renewable energy technologies are making these
technologies more affordable and accessible to consumers. Disruption to the
energy sector is inevitable.
Tairawhiti can boast 100% renewable electricity thanks to the Waikaremoana
Hydro supply.
The June 2016 Concept Report shows that the current trends of new technology
uptake is likely to increase power bills for many of New Zealand’s poorest
consumers.
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●

●

●
●

●

●

●
●

●

Under current pricing structures, households that install solar panels typically
see a fall in their power bills that is much larger than the true level of cost
saving.
A high proportion of electricity network costs are driven by the capacity needed
to meet peak demand periods. A new cost reflective pricing structure is
required.
According to Concept artificially stimulated uptake decisions could increase
NZ’s cost of energy by $2 billion over the next 20 years.
It is clear that off-grid solutions using local generation such as solar PV makes
financial sense when existing lines serving rural connections need an upgrade or
replacement.
The benefits from installing batteries are unlikely to be fully realized under
current electricity price structures. The option of Solar + EV battery (at no cost)
+ hot water cylinder is clearly the best option for those who are in a position to
afford the investment.
Capitalism is being threatened by its own success as accelerating productivity
threatens corporate profits with goods and services already being traded at near
zero marginal cost.
The merging of internet technology, smart metering and renewable energy will
change the way energy is generated and distributed in society.
The European Union has taken steps recently to require the unbundling of
power companies that own generation and networks to ensure open access to
the transmission grid.
Many network companies are changing their business models to provide energy
management services, sharing the efficiency gains and savings that they
generate with their customers.

Part Four. Network Model Options
The current profit driven model.
 Eastland Group (EGL) has an executive management team responsible to a group chief
executive who is answerable to a board of professional directors, a standard corporate
format. Instead of the board being accountable, and appointed directly by shareholders,
the EGL board is accountable to the trustees of the Eastland Community Trust (ECT).
The trustees rely on the services of a professional agency to provide/appoint
replacement directors for EGL. The trustees of ECT are appointed by the Gisborne
District Council (GDC), who is the residual beneficiary on behalf of the residents of
Tairawhiti.
There is a significant disconnect from the consumers/ shareholders with this
commercial matrix, and issues of lack of accountability within the multiple layers of
management. Within this structure, it is difficult to determine who is actually driving the
investment decisions, and in whose interests. As mentioned earlier there is a primary
focus on growing the asset value and revenues of the group, as supported by the
following comment by the chairman Nelson Hull in the 2017 annual report “Strong
positive growth remains an important strategic objective as we seek to provide excellent
returns for our shareholder, ECT.” The dividend return on shareholders asset value is
only an unimpressive 1.6%, however.  The question is, in whose interests is the business
is being run?.
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Under the current model, the executive team, and to some extent the professional
directors, are incentivized to grow the asset value to justify annual increases in their
remuneration. Only a token dividend return is made to the shareholder, approximately
half the tax paid profit, enough to provide some community grants, but not to hold back
the agenda of portfolio expansion. This is further supported by the increase in total
liabilities, which are now double what they were ten years ago at $265m, or 55% of the
asset value. Debt servicing annual cost is significant at $10m. The debt leveraged against
the network has climbed to $43.5m, from $27m, in just five years.
At present, Eastland Group is a classic case of neo-liberal commerce, based on the story
that by incentivizing competition and innovation that the consumer will be better
served. In fact, however, the executive team are being rewarded with extravagant
salaries (34 employees now receive salaries exceeding $100,000, with 8 receiving over
$200,000), unfair costs are being loaded onto consumers, and few benefits trickle down
to the community. This has been achieved by depersonalizing the management
structure, and by appointing commercial ‘out of town’ directors with little to no
accountability to a disconnected shareholder base.
The current disconnect between our network and its community is encouraging a
growing number of consumers to choose to install rooftop solar, in spite of the cost. If
the current profit-driven model persists, and the network continues its track record of
annual charge increases, this trickle could become a flood as the cost of solar and
batteries inevitably fall.
What needs to change?
To address the calls for change and a new network model, that will better serve all of
our community, the following must happen.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Network charges must immediately stop increasing.
Network profits should be discounted back to the customer.
Network charges should decrease to reflect their net cost.
Local directors must be appointed, to restore direct accountability to the local
community.
The network must embrace new technologies that will better serve all its
customers.
Rural communities should be transitioned to local generation options.

The obvious question is can the network remain within the Eastland Group management
structure to achieve these outcomes? Would the shift to a ‘not for profit’ or social
enterprise focus be a step too far for the current executive team? Would the
appointment of local directors conflict with the group’s aspirations to expand and
become a ‘great NZ company’?
A ‘not for profit’ model.
If it was decided to separate the network from Eastland Group, and adopt a ‘not for
profit’ model, the level of network charges to local consumers could be significantly
reduced.  The option of discounting surplus profits back to the consumers or simply
reducing the network charge would have immediate beneficial effects.
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The network profit, after depreciation and interest, was $11m in the last financial year.
Reducing the debt, leveraged against the network to fund group expansion, could save a
further $2m in annual debt servicing.  If capital expenditure was primarily funded from a
depreciation pool, as done by GDC, most of the $13m profit before tax could be returned
to the community.
The beneficial impact of retaining these funds in the community, through the
recirculation effect, is well recognized. Increasing spending power is fundamental to
boosting local economies.
In 2017 Eastland Network supplied 275 GWh of electricity to 25,407 customers. A $13m
discount would see the average network charge reduce from 12.7 cents/kWh to 7.7
cents, back in line with the national average, savings per customer would average $511
each year.
A programmed transition for our isolated rural communities to local generation, as
recommended by the Concept report, could transform our network and reduce
operational expenses dramatically. By removing the need to subsidise rural network
charges, further savings of approximately $3 to $4m could be made. Our network could
adopt a solar-city model to fund the capital expenditure required, and with a social
enterprise motive, ensure all of our community enjoy the benefits of the new
technologies.
If the principle of this ‘not for profit’ model is to secure a sustainable future for the
network then supply charges must be competitive to encourage customers to remain
connected. The potential investment savings for our region, by avoiding unnecessary
expenditure to go off grid, could be channeled to more productive new technologies like
electric vehicles. Assuming a residential cost of $20,000 to go off grid and a 30%
adoption rate, $150m of investment could be redirected within our region.
A new story.
Our network was established ninety years ago to provide electricity to our communityby locals for locals. Based on strong egalitarian principles, its management was
answerable to an elected board of local directors who ensured that power was delivered
to the community at an affordable price. The story changed forty years ago, in the 1980’s
as we went down the neoliberal path.  The network has been managed in the interests of
the trust and its board, rather than local consumers.  That era is now over, however.  The
time has come to return the network to its owners, the local community.
The ‘Internet of Things’ is ushering in a future full of challenges and opportunities. The
prospect of automation threatening many traditional jobs is balanced by liberation from
the drudgery of repetitive work. Concerns that the new technologies will be captured by
the wealthy elite are answered by calls for a growing ‘collaborative commons’. Fueled by
open sourcing, crowd funding, uberism and block-chains, a new hybrid of capitalism is
emerging with a ‘human face’ participating positively in what has the potential to
become a ‘sharing economy’.
The new story for our network will embrace the principle of manaakitanga, a revival of
our egalitarian DNA, ensuring our community again works together to prosper and
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flourish. As Max Harris urged us to consider, when speaking here back in August “we
need the pulse of our social conscience to start beating harder again”.

Summary.
●

The current Eastland Network model is financially and socially unsustainable.

●

As a community owned utility, making excessive profits from overcharging
residents, it is breaching the intent of the ECT’s deed.

●

ECT now has over $100m of investments outside the infrastructural assets of
Eastland Group. The interest and dividends from this investment fund are
sufficient to continue the community grants scheme without ongoing support
from the network.

●

New technologies are threatening the future viability of networks worldwide,
changing the current model is inevitable.

●

The best economic development boost ECT could provide would be for the $13m
network’s annual surplus to be retained within our community and local
economy.

●

A new network model could support the rapid adoption of new technologies for
our rural communities to ensure all sectors of our community benefit.

The adoption of manaakitanga as a guiding principle for creating a new network model
and a desire to be part of ‘the great turning’ to ensure we have a modern, fit for purpose
energy network, must become the focus for our community representatives on the
Gisborne District Council. Thank you for considering this submission.
Tairawhiti Residents Association.
Chair
Rick Thorpe
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Appendix One   The Reforms of the Past.
A brief local history. Thanks to Sheridan Gundry’s ‘Splendid Isolation.’
The Gisborne Borough Council commenced supply to the township from diesel
generators located in Carnarvon Street in 1912, illuminating 12 street lamps in
Gladstone Road, between Roebuck Road and Kaiti Bridge. The Poverty Bay Electric
Power Board secured an electricity supply in 1929 when the first 50 kV transmission
line from the hydro dam at Lake Waikaremoana was connected to the Patutahi
substation. The network was extended up the coast in 1955 when State Hydro built a 50
kV line from the Massey Road substation to Tokomaru Bay. Although most of the rural
communities were connected by the late 1970’s it took until 1990, with the connection
of 14 households at Horoera, before the network’s reticulation of the region was
considered complete.
Rural reticulation depended on subsidies from the Rural Electricity Reticulation Council,
which supplied the funding difference between the consumer’s annual guarantee, and
the new line’s capital cost. The consumer’s guarantee was 20% of the capital value
representing a significant cost to most households who would often turn on all their
lights and elements to ensure they used enough power to meet their guarantee. The
board was required to provide supply, under the Electricity Supply Regulations, once
there were enough household guarantees on a proposed line extension to meet the 20%
threshold.
By the 1980’s, rural connections comprised 40% of the board’s customers, 89% of its
lines, 71% of assets and 34% of revenues. Many rural lines were considered uneconomic
and approximately $4 million a year of cross-subsidies from the urban sector were
required. With a growing focus on ‘user-pays’ the Electricity Act 1992 was introduced to
require boards to continue supplying existing rural customers on uneconomic lines until
2013. This was later extended in 2008 and the cross-subsidy still exists today, as does
the requirement to continue supplying all existing connections.
The State Owned Enterprise Act 1986 was a wake-up call for the Poverty Bay Electric
Power Board. In 1987 it was required to pay tax for the first time under its new trading
name Eastland Energy. The Empowering Act 1987 saw the end of elected board
members and the introduction of appointed commercial directors. The old board ceased
to exist in 1993, as required by the Energy Companies Act, with its assets transferred to
Eastland Energy Ltd. The board’s $10 million of equity was transferred to the Eastland
Energy Community Trust with the Gisborne District Council as the trust’s residual
beneficiary.
The government was still not finished with its economic restructuring and in 1998 the
Electricity Industry Reform Act required power companies to separate their retail
activities from their network service role and in November 1998 Eastland Energy
changed its name to Eastland Network and sold its retail business to Contact Energy.
Alistair Taylor, CE at the time, was reported as saying “I t's debatable what the effect will
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be of the 1998 legislation- whether it will be better for the people of Gisborne. Only time
will tell.”

A Review of Neoliberalism.
As Winston Peters has said recently, "Far too many New Zealanders have come to view
today's capitalism, not as their friend, but as their foe. That is why we believe that
capitalism must regain its responsible - its human face”. There are many forms of
capitalism but it is the laissez-faire, neoliberal paradigm that Winston is referring to.
The ‘new-liberal’ thinking that emerged as science advanced and questioned the
religious dogmas of the past was embraced by western society. As Yuval Harari
describes in his latest book ‘Homo Deus’, the rise of humanism allowed the individual to
listen instead to their feelings for their moral compass. Science now describes our
feelings, and emotions, as complex algorithms honed by thousands of years of practical
wisdom. Putting neoliberalism in this evolutionary context, as part of a new paradigm, it
is easier to understand why economists were successful in blending capitalism with
humanism and shifting our egalitarian focus from the common-good to the individual
consumer.
As Max Harris explains in his book “The New Zealand Project’, neoliberalism is based on
the central role of the individual consumer, relegating the ideas of community,
manaakitanga, and the common good to a secondary concern. “ There is no such thing as
society, or ‘the public’. Choose self-interest. Choose self-regulation. Choose markets.”
Since the 1980s in New Zealand, this thinking has permeated the whole political
spectrum as evidenced by the economic reforms introduced by both left and right wing
governments. Economist, Professor William Mitchell, recently described the Greens, on
Radio NZ, as “neoliberals on bicycles”.
The free market paradigm suggests the market will always find its equilibrium and
achieve the best outcome for the consumer.  Government involvement only distorts the
natural balance in the market and its interference should be minimized. Deregulation
becomes the catch cry.
The reforms of the NZ public sector in the1980’s saw government departments
corporatized into State Owned Enterprises. These enterprises were then the deliberate
target of privatization. Those SOEs that had a natural monopoly, like the energy sector,
were to be carved up, and those functions that couldn’t be sold or contracted out were to
be regulated. This strategy continues, with John Key quite recently selling 49% of our
SOE generators in 2013-14, to the private sector.
In 1993, the unbundling of the Electricity Corporation NZ saw their generating
companies, transmission and retail businesses all required to be separated. Energy
Minister Max Bradford claiming that promoting competition in the electricity sector
would bring price reductions, with gains flowing through to household and small
business consumers. He identified long-term efficiency gains as the objective of the
reforms (Bradford 1998). Electricity prices did actually drop for several years but by
2002 they had started to increase again and have not stopped increasing since.
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Thirty years on and it is clear the neoliberal reforms have failed to deliver the economic
prosperity they promised, unless the agenda was always to concentrate wealth into the
hands of a wealthy few. GDP growth rates have been sluggish at between 1- 4% when
compared to earlier decades. Export growth has been disappointing as we continue to
slide down the OECD ratings. Productivity, in particular labour productivity growth, has
only achieved 1.1% from 1976 to 2006 and has seen us slide to 22nd in the OECD. The
rate of unemployment has normalized at 4-7% instead of the 1-3% range in the pre
1984 period. Household and consumer debt levels have increased exponentially with the
current household debt now at an alarming record high of 170% of normalized available
income. The promised prosperity has not eventuated.
At the same time, the social costs of neoliberalism have been high. These were
highlighted during the recent general election campaign. Our low wage economy has
seen wealth inequality at record levels, threatening social unrest. The child poverty,
homelessness, youth suicides, mental health and domestic abuse statistics are
impossible to ignore. The housing market bubble has disenfranchised a whole
generation.
Perhaps worst of all, as neoliberalism has sanctioned and normalized self-interest and
the pursuit of personal wealth, we have become desensitized to the impact of these
strategies on the rest of our community and the environment. This is changing, however.
The calls for a return to a more decent, fair society, and a review of the current economic
thinking are coming from all quarters. Ex-prime minister Jim Bolger recently said on
Radio NZ “that subsequent governments have failed to protect core New Zealand values
of fairness under neoliberal economics, and demonstrably that model needs to change”.
He goes on to say “They have failed to produce economic growth and what growth there
has been has gone to the few at the top.”
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NZ Energy Trusts.
Prior to 1993, electricity distribution was controlled by a mix of some 60 Electricity
Supply Authorities (ESAs) comprised of local government-controlled Municipal
Electricity Departments (MEDs) and local Electric Power Boards (EPBs), each
established under their own legislation and governed by members elected by the
community they served. (New Zealand Institute for the Study of Competition and
Regulation Inc. Victoria University of Wellington 2012)
The 1990 incoming National government supported corporatization of the electricity
sector, but was less enamored of the trust ownership form. The government came under
pressure from former power board members to adopt trust ownership, based upon the
logic that under these arrangements, local communities would maintain effective control
of their lines businesses (and importantly, their substantial asset base). It was argued
that as the EPB assets had been accumulated under the aegis of a locally-elected trust
from proceeds of trade between the trust as a local geographic monopoly and local
consumers and the wider local community were certainly their beneficial, if not legal,
owners.
Despite the government’s stated preference for firms with defined owners, and tradable
equity (as their preference was for them to be sold) the majority of establishment plans
submitted had all or part of the shares held by trusts. To tilt the playing field in favor of
privatization, the government required all trusts that resulted from the reform to
undergo an ownership review at least once every five years.
There are now only 29 lines companies remaining, after sales and amalgamations
resulting from the reforms, with 21 owned by consumer energy trusts. Seventy five
percent of rural electricity consumers and only ten percent of urban electricity
consumers are now supplied by energy trusts. “We find that consumer ownership is far
more likely to have persisted in smaller rural constituencies, where consumer
homogeneity is high and the corresponding costs of ownership are likely smaller”.

Appendix  Two.  The Current Position.
Commerce Commission Regulation of Networks.
The Commission currently regulates electricity distributors. All electricity
distributors are subject to ‘information disclosure’ regulation, which requires
distributors to publically disclose certain information about their businesses.
Additionally, 17 businesses – those that don’t meet the 'consumer-owned' exemption
criteria – are also subject to price-quality regulation.
Electricity distributors subject to price-quality regulation
Alpine Energy
Aurora Energy
Centralines
Eastland
Electricity Ashburton
Electricity Invercargill
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Horizon Energy
Nelson Electricity
Network Tasman
OtagoNet
Orion*
Powerco
The Lines Company
Top Energy
Unison
Vector
Wellington Electricity

Electricity distributors NOT subject to price-quality regulation
Buller Electricity
Counties Power
Electra
Mainpower
Marlborough Lines
Network Waitaki
Northpower
Scanpower
The Power Company
Waipa Networks
WEL Networks
Westpower

Price-quality paths work by specifying:
●
●
●

Limits on the prices distributors may charge
The quality standards distributors must meet
A five year regulatory period which the price-quality path applies for.

The Commission specifies prices limits that apply to average prices distributors
charge across all consumers, they do not apply to the prices charged to individual
consumers or groups of consumers. The Commission also uses the frequency and
duration of power outages to measure the quality of the service standard. Profitability
and asset valuations are also monitored by the Commission.
The Eastland Network is considered a Municipal owned network, not consumer owned,
so is subject to price-quality regulation. In 2017 it had a regulatory asset base valuation
of $152m, and Line charge revenue of $34.6m and a Return on Investment of 8.94%. (see
Commerce Commission data sheet below). Of interest is how we rank against other
networks for line charges (26th out of 29) also the CAPEX and OPEX rankings are of
interest.
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Although the commission’s regulatory role is comprehensive, the current rules have not
prevented power charges from increasing approximately 100% over the last 10 years.
The network’s ability to increase its asset value, either through CAPEX or revaluations,
has allowed them to achieve high levels of profitability for a monopoly service provider,
especially when compared to the private sector, without increases in productivity or
quality of service. With returns on investment of 7-9% being permitted by the
commission it is not surprising charges have increased so dramatically. Unfortunately,
the current approach by the commission has left consumers in our region exposed to
predatory pricing by a monopoly provider.
Network Discounts.
Across New Zealand, there are 15 community networks that directly pay their
consumers a discount and a further 6 energy trusts that pay a discount or distribution.
These redistributive models account for 21 out of 29 trusts, or 72% of the total.
www.mbie.govt.nz/info-services/sectors-industries/energy/energy-data-modelling/sta
tistics/prices/electricity-prices/Discounts-distributions-ye-31-march-2015.pdf
For those companies fully owned by trusts and cooperatives, line charge discounts are a
common method of distributing profit to consumers. For most networks where
discounts are paid, they are paid once a year, retrospectively, are fully discretionary. In
the case of discounts, they are always paid as a credit on a consumer’s electricity bill. In
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effect, households never receive the money, but instead receive a discount on their
future electricity use (hence the name discount).
A number of energy trusts also make distributions to consumers each year. In these
instances an energy trust owns all or part of an energy business (which may be a
network or an electricity retailer/generator). The energy business pays dividends to the
trust and the trust uses some of that money to pay a distribution to the beneficiaries of
the trust. Distributions are considered like cash payments. In effect the trust helps pay
the power bill of the beneficiary.
Eastland Network is one of the few networks that has never paid discounts to
consumers but does contribute to a consolidated dividend paid by Eastland Group to
ECT. It has been estimated that since 2003 $59m of dividends have been paid by EGL to
ECT and approximately $23m of grants have been made by ECT to community projects.
Over that same period, however, the cost to the Eastland community of increased
network charges has been estimated at a minimum of $100m. By comparison Network
Tasman, of similar size to our network, has paid more than $188m to its consumers by
way of discounts and dividends since it was established in 1993.
Eastland Community Trust.
In 1993, Eastland Energy Ltd transferred $10 million of $1 shares securities and $10
million in subordinated debt to ECT. The debt was issued at zero interest on the
condition that the benefit of this interest rate was to be used to support the uneconomic
rural supply.
Former Eastland Energy Ltd chairman Bob Briant, who played a major role in the
development of the trust deed, regarded the way in which the board’s equity value was
preserved in the trust and ultimately in the region as one of his greatest achievements.
While other boards choose to allocate their shares to consumers, in Eastland it was
determined that the greatest benefit to the region would be to put them into a trust
whose main purpose was to encourage economic development in the region. P
 age 98
Splendid Isolation.
When considering the ‘purpose of the trust’ it is clear that after preserving the value of
the capital of the trust fund (5.1.1 Trust Deed App 4) there was a strong focus on
ensuring the trust could continue to subsidize the installation or maintenance of
uneconomic rural reticulation (5.1.2 (a)). This is supported by the issue of the $10
million of subordinated debt mentioned above.
There is an assumption in this clause that the electricity charges to these rural
consumers would be similar to their urban counterparts, and that as previously under
Eastland Energy, and in the spirit of the Bradford reforms, price reductions and
efficiency gains were to be a primary focus of the trust.
In early 2003, the trust bought Port Gisborne Ltd and later that year Eastland
Infrastructure was established as the commercial arm of the trust to manage both the
Eastland Network and Eastland Port. A new board of commercial directors was
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appointed, with only one local director, and a new commercially focused chief executive
took the helm.
Eastland Group.
Eastland Infrastructure began its portfolio expansion in 2005, with the management of
Gisborne Airport transferred from the council. Soon three aviation businesses were
purchased and in 2010 a 9.2 MW geothermal power station in Kawerau was added to
the portfolio. The latest addition, Te Ahi O Maui, is the new geothermal plant forecast to
cost $120,000 and predicted to generate a 6% return on investment once fully
commissioned. The recent investment in the energy retailer ‘Flick’ has seen the Group
return to a fully integrated energy provider with investments now in generation,
transmission (with lines purchased from Transpower), network and now retailing. The
network is now only one enterprise in an expanding Eastland Group portfolio.
The purpose of the trust, and selection of trustees, as a consequence of these changes,
has shifted significantly from the formative years. The focus has moved to distributing
community grants and managing its own investment funds (now approximately $100m).
With a commercial board and chief executive managing the main asset base (now
$481m) at arm’s length from the community, the ability of trustees to have any influence
over network charges, as suggested in the purpose of the trust deed, appears to have
been lost.
These network charges have major impacts on the local community, however, increasing
significantly in the last decade as Eastland Network have revalued their assets (+
$25.4m) and increased capital expenditure. CAPEX during this period has been $69m
and the network valuation has increased from $99m in 2008 to $153m in 2017. It is
important to realize that during this period the number of customers has remained
around the 25,000 level and power consumption has actually reduced slightly (305 MW
to 273MW).
On several occasions, the network has been cautioned by the Commerce Commission for
unreasonable increases in charges, clear evidence that maximizing the profit for the
group takes priority over providing best value to its community. The current
profit-driven model has been sanctioned by trustees and there should be no surprise
that a strong commercial board and CE have maximized the opportunity to use network
profits to expand investments and grow the group’s value. The need to demonstrate
improvements in profitability and asset values is fundamental to this model’s success
and a requirement if salary and director fee increases are to be justified.
With the Group’s assets now at $481m, and with a 2017 dividend return to the trust of
$7.8m representing only a 1.6% return on asset value, it is difficult to understand why
alarm bells aren’t ringing with the trustees, or with the residual beneficiary, the
Gisborne District Council. With 47% of the Group’s profit being retained and plans for
capital expenditure of $200m over the next five years, it is difficult to see how returns to
the trust will ever increase much above 3% - this is assuming that the trust pays out the
full profit as a dividend.
Asset value growth might look good on the balance sheet, and assist with debt
leveraging, but this is purely artificial, with little prospect of these values ever being
tested in the market, or the gains being realized. With local businesses and residents
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being charged some of the highest network charges in the country, and the network
achieving record profitability, it seems that this community asset is now being managed
to serve the interests of the trust and its board, rather than its owners, the people of
Tairawhiti.
In a classic case of neo-liberal economics, the network is generating prosperity for a
wealthy few, at the expense of the wider community.
Power Charges Analysis
The average power bill is made up of four main components, demonstrated below
thanks to the Electricity Authority. Generation, transmission, network line charges and
retail, a typical household charge in our region is $0.32 / kWh, including GST.
The average cost of generated electricity is approximately 30.5% or $0.097 / kWh
(based on the typical charge of $0.32/ kWh). This can vary significantly between
retailers depending on their ability to pass on the spot pricing option and if you have a
smart meter. Flick is currently promoting a November spot electricity price for central
North Island of $0.0516 / kWh.
The transmission cost is what is paid to Transpower to deliver the power from the
generators through the national grid to regional substations. Transpower is regulated by
the Commerce Commission because it has a monopoly and there are complicated
formulas to ensure its charges are equitable nationwide. The average transmission
charge is approximately 9.9% or $0.03/ kWh.
With retail and metering charges at 19.6% we would expect our retail component to be
approximately $0.062 / kWh. Network charges vary significantly depending on the level
of discounts offered however as illustrated below, nationally it is 26.2% or an average of
$0.083 / kWh. Our network charge, based on the assumptions above, is approximately
$0.133 / kWh.
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Eastland Network in 2017 had line charge revenue of $34.6m and supplied 273 GWh
suggesting an average charge of $0.127 / kWh so this is inline with the assumed  $0.13/
kWh. Contact Energy recently notified its Eastland Network residential customers that
the August 2017 increased charges had a network component of 46% suggesting a
network charge of $0.147 / kWh, well above the national average. Network Tasman had
2017 line revenue of  $46.2m and supplied 737GWh suggesting an average charge of
$0.062/ kWh, well below the national average.

Appendix Three.  Future Energy Disruptions.
The energy sector stands on the verge of a revolution. Advances in solar panels, electric
vehicles and batteries are making these technologies much more affordable and
accessible to consumers. Swanson’s law holds that the price of solar PV tends to drop by
20% for every doubling of industry capacity, from $60 a watt in 1976 to $0.66 a watt in
2013. Solar cells are capturing more solar energy at a reduced cost, new triple junction
solar cells are now achieving 41% efficiency.
Smart uptake of these technologies offers major benefits for society by reducing costs
and greenhouse gas emissions. In this submission we have not focused on the
environmental benefits of renewable generation as our region is fortunate in being
supplied electricity from the hydro dams below Lake Waikaremoana. This hydro scheme
generates 138MW, the Eastland Network peak demand is 59MW, as a region we should
be boasting our 100% renewable electricity supply.
The Concept report ‘The benefits and costs to consumers and society’ June 2016,  funded by
energy corporates, provides a pragmatic assessment of the challenges and options facing
the industry. The conclusion of their report suggests, “Our analysis shows that
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technology uptake is likely to increase power bills for many of New Zealand’s poorest
consumers, if existing electricity pricing structures are maintained. We expect over 80%
of the poorest consumers will face higher power bills due to cost-shifting associated
with technology uptake over the next 15 years.” They point out that the poorest
consumers cannot afford the significant upfront costs to install solar PV and the majority
live in rented accommodation. The SolarCity option, which does not require any upfront
cost, was not considered.
Solar PV
The Concept report supports their claims by demonstrating that under current pricing
structures, households that install solar panels typically see a fall in their power bills
that is much larger than the true level of cost saving. This is because customers with
solar PV will make lower contributions to the recovery of network and retail operation
costs under current pricing arrangements.  Ultimately these costs are likely to be shifted
toward non-solar PV owning consumers, only the generation component of costs is
expected to be reduced by solar PV installations. A high proportion of electricity
network costs are driven by the capacity needed to meet peak demand periods. In New
Zealand, these are generally on cold winter evenings – when solar PV makes little or no
contribution to supply.
In Concept’s earlier report (March 2016) http://www.concept.co.nz/publications.html
they suggest that under the existing electricity pricing structure, new technology uptake
will be artificially stimulated in some cases, and retarded in others. They estimate that
under these skewed uptake decisions, the cost of energy to NZ could increase by $2
billion over the next 20 years and actually lead to higher green-house gas emissions than
otherwise. “To address these issues, we need to adopt electricity pricing structures that
are better aligned with the true cost of supplying electricity. This does not mean a rise in
average electricity prices – _but instead that prices would better reflect the costs for
supplying customer’s individual electricity use profiles”.
This cost has been determined by estimating the s ub-optimal technology choice
demonstrated below in figure 9. When comparing the options below they have not
factored in any network charge savings, unfairly discriminating against rooftop
solar. If our network’s charge was added to the other four options the outcome
would be reversed.
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One concession they do make is that PV may offer net economic benefits in some rural
off-grid applications. They suggest that it may be cheaper to implement off-grid
solutions using local generation such as PV when existing lines serving rural connections
need an upgrade or replacement. This would be particularly relevant to networks that
have a large proportion of remote rural customers like Eastland Network.
New residential homes have a real opportunity to install solar and incorporate that cost
into their home finance package. If facing an expensive grid connection, particularly if
underground cables are of significant length, the economics of going off grid stack up.
The main thrust of the Concept report is that “current electricity tariff structures
typically provide poor signals around the true costs of meeting peak demand” and
that a new cost reflective pricing structure is required.  Nowhere in their
considerations do they discuss the option of reducing network charges, and accepting a
lower profit margin, to ensure networks remain competitive. Evidently, this is not an
option that energy corporates wish to consider.
Battery Storage.
The current cost of a household-scale battery with an 8 kWh storage capacity is
approximately $9,400 (including installation and GST). The cost of batteries although
expensive are expected to reduce significantly as production ramps up.
The Concept report claims the consumer benefits from installing batteries are unlikely
to be fully realized under current electricity price structures. A move to a cost-reflective
tariff structures that account for time-of-use and /or other peak demand pricing
approaches, could help change this situation, and make batteries a more economic
option. The opportunity to just install  batteries, and using smart meter technology to
take advantage of cheap off peak supply, could be the most financially savvy option?
There appear to be economies of scale with batteries, and a few larger, utility-owned
batteries located at strategic points around a distribution network could deliver exactly
the same (if not slightly more) electricity system benefits. Vector is a good example of an
early adopter with battery power packs already installed in their Grey Lynn substation.
An even-cheaper storage alternative, are the batteries in electric vehicles (EVs). This is
because EV batteries would have already been paid for to provide another service – i.e.
transport. These batteries also have the potential to inject power back into the grid at
times of peak demand, assisting in reducing the amount of generation required. The
opportunity for EV owners to charge their vehicles up during the middle of the day,
avoiding the peak power charge, return home from work with a full charge to offset their
peak evening demand, to then recharge again over night, provides a real cost saving
advantage.
Hot water cylinders can also be used to ‘store’ excess solar electricity in the form of hot
water, reducing the need to heat the water later at peak demand times. In figure 11,
from the ‘Concept’ June 2016 report, it clearly demonstrates the benefit of some form of
storage in maximizing the reduction in tariffs paid. The solar + hot water cylinder option
assumes a cylinder is already installed and the $900 cost is for a diverter.
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The option of Solar + EV battery (at no cost) + hot water cylinder is clearly the best
option for those who are in a position to afford the investment. This is becoming the
aspiration of many and as EV’s and solar become more affordable this option poses the
greatest disruption threat to networks and even renewable generators that are at some
distance from urban centers. The Concept reports are useful to this discussion but
clearly have an energy corporate baize and an agenda to perpetuate the status quo
wherever possible.
Flick Energy
Flick is the first NZ electricity company to use smart meter technology and proprietary
software to give customers access to the real-time, wholesale costs of electricity. Their
app shows what the price of power is doing in real time so you can choose whether to
consume electricity or not. By purchasing the wholesale spot price consumers can make
significant savings. Flick charge a very competitive retail margin and some networks
offer reduced charges for off peak or shoulder peak, such as in the Waikato. Others
networks offer a night time reduced network charge. Of interest, our Eastland Network,
who are the major shareholder of Flick, at 22.6%, do not offer a variable network charge
to incentivize its Flick customers to use off peak supply.
The Internet of Things
As Jeremy Rifken explains in his latest book, The Zero Marginal Cost Society, the
communications internet, the energy internet and the logistics internet are beginning to
converge to create a new global neural network that constitutes the ‘internet of things’.
As a consequence of this ‘third industrial revolution’, capitalism is being threatened by
its own success as accelerating productivity threatens corporate profits with goods and
services already being traded at near zero marginal cost.
It is now taken for granted that the communications internet has connected much of the
human race in sharing information, entertainment, news and knowledge at very low
cost. The energy internet, like the computer industry, has had to reckon with an initial
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high capital cost of development and market deployment. However, like the
communications internet once the up-front costs are covered, the marginal cost of
producing renewable energy is nearly zero.
The merging of internet technology and renewable energy will change the way energy is
generated and distributed in society. In Germany, where solar and wind power now
supplies 30% of electricity, negative pricing is occurring during certain times of the day
when supply exceeds demand, disrupting the entire energy industry. Once households
have recovered the capital cost of their solar installations (4 to 5 years), their ability to
trade their surplus power online, using smart meters, will revolutionize the energy
sector.
The European Union has taken steps recently to require the unbundling of power
companies that own generation and networks to ensure open access to the transmission
grid, and thwart attempts by energy companies to enclose the new energies. Although
this unbundling occurred in NZ back in the 1990’s the rules have been relaxed in recent
years. Eastland Group now has investments in generation, transmission, network and
retail, a return to a fully integrated model in conflict with the intent of the Bradford
reforms.
The former Minister of Energy, Judith Collins, made some interesting comments when
addressing the Energy Trusts of NZ back in May 2017. “My starting point is that your core
business is electricity lines. You are there to ensure your communities receive efficient and
reliable access to electricity infrastructure.” And then “My point is that you should aim to stay
focused on your core business in order to successfully adapt to technological change, meet the
needs of consumers, and ensure that the value of your considerable assets is maintained.”
Chair of the Energy Trusts of New Zealand, Karen Sherry made the following comment in
frustration with the lack of policy change in 2017 IEA country review. “The reality is much
different as we’ve experienced a number of times since the ill-fated Bradford reforms. We
now have 28 electricity retailers but the market is dominated by large generator-retailers who
have long been using retail customers as a hedge for generation expansion.”
Some network companies are embracing the new reality and changing their business
models to provide energy management services, sharing the efficiency gains and savings
that they generate with their customers. Clearly the days of excessive profits are
numbered and if our network is not to be left stranded, and become irrelevant to our
community, a new sustainable model must be found.
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Appendix Four
5 PURPOSE OF THE TRUST
5.1 The Trust is established for the following purposes:
5. 1. 1 To preserve the value of the capital of the Trust Fund having regard to the effect of
inflation and profits and losses from time to time earned or sustained by the Trustees in the
exercise of their powers and duties under this deed, or any other losses sustained by the
Trustees.
5.1.2 To provide for the beneficiaries in such manner as the Trustees shall from time to time
decide including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing:
(a) Paying for or subsidising the installation or maintenance of electricity reticulation or the
supply of electricity in areas of the district where the Trustees, after taking such advice as they
think fit and having regard to the cost of supplying power to those areas, are of the opinion
that the provision of those services by the Company will not provide an acceptable
commercial return to the Company except at a cost to the consumer of that electricity that is
excessive having regard to the cost to the majority of consumers who are connected to the
Company's electricity distribution system and who have similar load profiles.
(b) Supporting business, community and other initiatives which in the opinion of the Trustees
are likely to encourage or sustain economic growth within the district that is or may be
directly or indirectly for the benefit of the beneficiaries.
5.2 No Trust purpose stated in this clause shall be deemed to have greater significance than
any other such purpose.
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